TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

Clemson University operates under revised parking regulations on selected days/dates as follows:
- Between the end of fall and spring semesters:
  - Dormitory student lots (red parking lines) - note: these lots are designated for Clemson students staying in the dormitories.
  - The Bridge permit is valid for parking in the following areas (except when reserved for special events):
    - The Bridge lot on the west side of Storables Rd.
    - One special event per semester, the Bridge lot is reserved for special event permit holders.
    - The Bridge lot is also available as an alternative to other dormitory student lots on the basis of availability.
- During special events:
  - The Bridge lot is reserved for special event permit holders.
  - Dormitory student lots (red parking lines) are available on a space-available basis.

A portion of the Brooks Center parking lot is reserved for special events (see designation lot C-11).

The Calhoun Courts, Thornhill Village and Lightsey Bridge I and II lots are reserved for Clemson employees and students with appropriate permits.

The Bridge permit is valid for parking in the following areas:
- The Bridge lot on the west side of Storables Rd.
- One special event per semester, the Bridge lot is reserved for special event permit holders.
- The Bridge lot is also available as an alternative to other dormitory student lots on the basis of availability.

Any valid permit locations (“P” lots) and Park-N-Ride lots (except when reserved for special events):
- Reserved spaces (e.g., LEV/EV CarShare).
- Restricted spaces (e.g., LEV/EV CarShare).
- Group spaces (e.g., LEV/EV CarShare).
- LEV/EV spaces (green parking lines with “24 HR” pavement marking) subject to posted time limit or time remaining on meter 7 a.m.–10 p.m., no restrictions on overnight parking.
- The Bridge permit is valid for parking in the following areas:
  - The Bridge lot on the west side of Storables Rd.
  - One special event per semester, the Bridge lot is reserved for special event permit holders.
  - The Bridge lot is also available as an alternative to other dormitory student lots on the basis of availability.

In-ground motorcycle/moped locking locations are available in the following areas:
- The Bridge parking lot
- North Campus
- South Campus
- East Campus
- West Campus
- Parking spaces available at designated stations inside each campus.